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Augmented Reality (AR) applications can enable geographically distant users to collaborate using shared
video feeds or interactive 3D holograms, and may be particularly useful in the socially distant context of the
Covid-19 pandemic. However, a good user experience is key for their success and could be negatively impacted
by network impairments, which are an inevitable occurrence in today’s best-effort Internet. In this paper, we
present the findings of an empirical user study, aimed at understanding the effects of network outages, on
user experience and behavior, in a collaborative AR task. We highlight how network outages affected users in
different ways depending on their role in the collaborative task, and how giving users explicit information
about poor network conditions helped them deal with some of these negative effects. Furthermore, we report
the strategies that users themselves adopted, to deal with outages, such as batching instructions, or shifting to
a different spatial referencing style when communicating with their partners. Lastly, based on our findings,
we present some design implications for future remote-collaborative AR applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Supporting remote collaboration has always been important, but the Covid-19 pandemic, and the
subsequent shift to work-from-home and remote learning, has made it critical for our society. With
many of these trends predicted to outlast the pandemic [42], it is important to consider (and rethink)
how remote collaboration can be best supported in future.

Compared to traditional means of collaboration (e.g., video conferencing), augmented reality (AR)
and mixed reality (MR) technology can allow for more immersive and content-rich collaborative
experiences. For example, remote users have used augmented reality headsets to visualize and
analyze complex geo-spatial data, using virtual holograms, and participate in collaborative sense-
making [52]. Instructors have also used shared, life-like virtual models of the human body to teach
remote students how to perform medical procedures [36], and experts have used AR/MR technology
to provide remote assistance to novice users [25, 28, 64]. With the increasing availability of various
AR/MR devices [3], as well as services and toolkits to create shared holographic experiences
[1, 2, 70], AR-based remote collaboration has the potential to become mainstream in future.

While previous studies have explored various aspects of AR-based remote collaboration [7, 34, 43],
the role of the network (i.e., the Internet), which allows remote users to communicate, is typically
ignored. Given the best-effort nature of today’s Internet (i.e, there are no guarantees on data delivery
or quality of service), network impairments are inevitable - most of us have experienced this during
the pandemic, with the increasing reliance on audio/video calls. Therefore, we posit that network
impairments can play a crucial role in determining the effectiveness of remote AR collaboration.
Prior research work has explored network impairments in the context of interactive applications,
such as audio or video conferencing [37, 40]. Although some of these findings are applicable to
certain aspects of an AR collaboration (users may be communicating over voice, or sharing video
feeds), AR has some unique characteristics. For example, in AR collaborations involving untethered
devices (e.g., HMDs) and interactive, immersive visualizations, users may choose to walk around the
room and observe virtual holograms from various perspectives. This could lead to perspective shifts
that are unlikely to occur when one user simply observes an egocentric video-feed from another
user’s device. This may impact tasks that are spatial in nature. In light of these characteristics, it is
important to conduct first hand studies that empirically investigate how network impairments affect
user experience and behavior for remote AR collaboration.
Although various kinds of network impairments exist (e.g., packet loss, jitter, etc), our study

focused on network outages, which are arguably the most detrimental to user experience [4].
Outages can last from several seconds to minutes, with no data being transferred over the network
for the duration of the outage [41, 65]. While the networking research community is actively
looking at mitigating the effects of outages – using both proactive and retroactive approaches –
outages are still concerning [26, 37, 44]. Anecdotal evidence and network measurement studies
show that outages occur all over the world, and could be more severe in the context of developing
regions where networking infrastructure may be poor [19, 23, 50, 53].

To summarize, the goals of this research were to understand how outages affected user experience
and user behavior in AR-based collaboration through shared virtual objects / holograms, and analyze
potential strategies for improving user experience (e.g., giving users feedback about outages). To
achieve these goals, we implemented anAR-based collaborative application, deployed it onMicrosoft
Hololens headsets [54], and used it to conduct a small-scale user study.
Our user study emulated a remote collaborative setting, where pairs of users solved a joint

object placement task using 3D virtual objects. Our users formed worker-helper dyads; one user
acted as the helper and provided instructions, while the other acted as the worker and performed
actions on the virtual objects. We emulated network outages within the task. During the outage
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no information (verbal or visual) could be exchanged between the users. Our users completed the
task under different conditions; In one condition they were given feedback about the state of the
network. The main findings of the study were as follows:
• Our study highlighted the various ways in which network outages affected user experience, based
on the role that users play within the interaction. For example, helpers expressed frustration
at being unable to assist their partners during outages, and workers felt uncertain about what
actions to take to proceed with the task.

• We found that the majority of users preferred being given feedback about network state as
they had more clarity on when communication would be difficult, and it acted as an indicator
that work could eventually resume. In contrast, some users preferred it when no feedback was
provided because of their perception of outages and personal preference for interfaces. The latter
provides avenues for future research and will be discussed more in section 8.

• Based on the analysis of video recordings of the interactions, we found that giving users explicit
feedback about the presence of outages could potentially reduce their collaborative effort during
an outage, by reducing the need to ground task and communication state.

• Finally, our study also revealed that the helpers employed common strategies in order to cope
with network outages: this included batching instructions in order to convey more information
during periods of connectivity, and changing the content of instructions by shifting to another
spatial referencing style. This allowed workers to autonomously work even during outages.
While our study focused on remote AR collaboration through shared virtual objects / holograms,

some of our findings may be applicable to other forms of collaboration, e.g, video-mediated AR
collaboration, or tabletop collaboration. We discuss these possibilities in section 7.
In the subsequent sections of this paper, we discuss related work, our collaborative context,

and the design of our AR application and user study. We then discuss our findings regarding the
effects of outages, the implications of giving users feedback about network state, and users’ coping
mechanisms. In the last leg of the paper, we discuss the implications of our findings for the design
of future remote-collaborative AR applications, highlight the limitations of our study, and provide
future directions for this research.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work consolidates concepts from research conducted in the domains of AR collaboration,
networks, spatial referencing and conversational grounding.

2.1 AR-based Collaboration
Prior research in AR-based collaboration can be broadly categorized based on whether the collabo-
ration occurred through shared virtual objects/holograms or through a shared video feed.

When collaborating through shared virtual objects/holograms, users use AR devices/headsets to
visualize shared virtual content, and any changes to or manipulations on the shared objects can be
seen by all the collaborators. Prior studies have looked at this type of collaboration in the context
of education [27, 45, 59], medical training and practice [13, 36, 38] and for visualization of complex
data [14, 52]. For example, in the study by Brun et. al, two surgeons simultaneously viewed a 3D
hologram of the human heart, using HoloLens headsets, with the project leader manipulating the
3D heart as their co-located collaborator observed [13]. Hamza et. al developed a training tool
that uses AR and shared virtual holograms to teach remote students how to perform endotracheal
intubation [36]. In the context of immersive visualizations and data analysis, Mahmood et al, carried
out a study where two users, located in separate rooms, used the Microsoft HoloLens headsets to
collaboratively visualize and analyze complex geo-spatial data [52]. Recent work has also looked
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into the privacy concerns surrounding the sharing of holographic/virtual AR content between
multiple co-located and remote users [67].
In contrast, video-mediated AR collaboration involves remote users viewing the live video

feed from a local user’s device and providing guidance when necessary (remote assistance). Prior
research has explored techniques to make this type of collaboration more efficient; for example,
studies have explored the use of shared gaze [8, 9, 51], and different pointing techniques [7, 10, 71]
to improve the remote user’s situational awareness. Other studies have investigated how audio
and tactile cues can be used to guide a local user’s gaze or actions [35] and how a remote user can
augment the local user’s live camera feed with 3D annotations [28, 29]. While our study does not
focus on video-mediated AR collaboration, some of our findings may still be applicable here, and
will be briefly discussed in section 7.

Although one research study did consider network latency whilst exploring the various factors
that affect shared gaze in an AR-based identification task [58], network impairments have largely
been overlooked when it comes to remote collaboration and problem solving through AR.

2.2 Network Impairments & User Experience
Traditional audio and video conferencing applications have been the focus of various network QoE
(Quality of Experience) studies in the past. For example, prior studies have explored the network-
level metrics that could be used to calculate user satisfaction for VoIP services, like Skype [18].
Moreover, prior work has explored back-end solutions to improve the quality of voice calls over
the internet [40], and presented insights from measurement studies that could be useful when
designing future video conferencing applications [75]. While findings from some of these previous
studies regarding audio/video conferencing may be applicable to video-mediated AR collaboration,
it is difficult to say whether they could also be applicable to scenarios where collaboration occurs
through shared virtual objects/holograms. Our research study, therefore, focused on the latter.
To the best of our knowledge, no study has thoroughly focused on investigating the effects of

network impairments (e.g., network outages, jitter, etc) on remote collaborative AR applications.
A poster paper provided some preliminary findings regarding collaborative AR and network
impairments [6]. However our work looks at this phenomenon in greater detail by exploring user
experience, coping strategies and the benefits of giving users network state information, through
extensive qualitative analysis.

2.3 Virtual Objects and Spatial Referencing
We leverage insights from prior studies that have explored how participants use shared virtual
objects to make more effective spatial references, during collaborative AR tasks.
In the field of spatial referencing, research indicates that neutral descriptions (references that

can be understood in the same way by all users, no matter their perspective) are more effective
when talking about distance/location, as compared to deictic/egocentric references (references that
are made from a speaker’s own perspective) [69]. In the context of remote AR collaboration, a prior
study revealed that virtual objects/landmarks, act as ‘universal referencing options’ or as ‘absolute
references’ [57], thus facilitating the use of neutral descriptions. A study also revealed that users
reduced their use of deictic/egocentric expressions (e.g., "here", "over there"), in co-located AR
collaboration, when virtual objects were present in the environment [56].
In our study, we observed that participants also used virtual objects as spatial reference points.

This allowed their partners to work autonomously when communication was disrupted, thereby
mitigating the negative effects of outages (see section 6.3).
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2.4 Grounding
Findings from our study also relate to the concept of grounding. In communication and collaboration,
common ground refers to the body of shared information or mutual knowledge, about the task,
that is accessible to both parties [20, 21]. This could be about the current state of the task or what
steps to perform next in order to achieve the end goal. Grounding, or establishing common ground,
is the process of creating or updating this body of shared information and has to be performed
continuously throughout the task [21].
Prior studies have explored the challenges involved in dispersed and technology-mediated

collaboration, such as users being uncertain about the meaning of silences, or information being
unevenly distributed [22]. Studies have also explored mechanisms that support grounding in
dispersed collaboration. For example studies have looked at how shared visual information (e.g.,
a shared view of the task space [33, 66], and a partner’s actions [31]) can provide evidence that
instructions have been understood and followed, thus providing evidence of grounding.
In our study, we observed users’ grounding behavior, during outages, and analyzed how this

behavior changed when users were given feedback about network state (see section 6.2.2).

3 OUR COLLABORATIVE CONTEXT
Our collaborative context resembled that of prior studies described in section 2.1. We considered
AR-based collaborative scenarios, where remote users interacted with shared virtual objects/3D
holograms, and verbally communicated through their AR headsets. We focused on types of collabo-
rations with asymmetric roles between users: we had users who performed a largely observatory
role, and provided help and guidance, while others manipulated virtual objects. Therefore, our user
formed worker-helper dyads. We chose this set-up as it may be analogous to common collaborative
relationships, such as teacher-student, or expert-novice.

4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The overall goal of the study was to understand the effects of network outages on user experience
and behavior, within the collaborative context we described above. Specifically, we sought answers
to the following high level research questions:

• RQ 1: What were the effects of network outages on user experience, in light of user
roles?We sought to understand how various aspects of the collaborative experience (e.g., ma-
nipulation vs. observation) may be affected differently due to network outages. Did the role that
a user played within the collaboration, influence how they were impacted by network outages?

• RQ 2: Did users prefer being given feedback about network state?What were the reasons
behind a user’s preferences for feedback, or a lack thereof?

• RQ3:Howdid user behavior change, if at all, whenuserswere given feedback about net-
work state? In particular, did users change the number of attempts they made at re-establishing
common ground?

• RQ 4: How did users adapt to network outages? What coping strategies (if any) did users
adopt in order to deal with the negative effects of network outages?

5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
To help answer our research questions, we designed and implemented an AR application that
focused on a collaborative problem solving task. We then proceeded to conduct a user study, using
the application, over a period of one month. Our study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB). The details can be found below.
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5.1 Participants
We recruited 16 users (8 pairs), aged between 18 to 65, from within and around our university
community. All users were fluent English speakers, had normal or correct-to-normal vision, and
had no history of migraines, epilepsy or seizures.

5.2 Apparatus and Implementation Details
We implemented the application in Unity [74] and deployed it on Microsoft Hololens headsets [54].
The headsets allowed users to see virtual objects in their real world environment. Their gesture
recognition capabilities allowed users to grab these virtual objects using the ‘pinch’ hand gesture
(Fig 1), and move them by moving one’s hand forwards/backwards, up/down, or right/left (3DOF).

Network Sharing - The network sharing service, in the Mixed Reality Toolkit, allowed the headsets
to communicate over the network [55]. When the application was first launched on a headset, it
connected to a broadcast server running on a laptop computer. Each instance of the application,
running on the headsets, had its own copy of a few virtual objects. Any time the user moved a
virtual object, their headset sent data packets containing the object’s updated cartesian coordinates
(positions) to the broadcast server. The server then forwarded the packets to the second connected
headset. The instance of the application, running on the second headset, used these data packets
to update the position of its own copy of the virtual object that was moved. We also used the
“VoiceChat” feature in the Mixed Reality Toolkit so that users could talk to each other over the
network, through the microphones in their headsets.

Outages - Outages resulted in a complete cut off of communication between users. The mecha-
nism was as follows: when the worker moved the current virtual object beyond a certain distance
(mentioned below), the worker’s headset would send a message to the helper’s headset (via the
server), telling it to trigger an outage. No data packets were forwarded to the server, by either
headset, for the duration of the outage. At the end of the outage, the worker’s headset would send
a data packet to the helper’s headset (via the server), indicating that the outage has ended and
both headsets resumed communication as usual. Each individual outage lasted for 10 seconds. The
outages were triggered by distance. As the distance between each virtual object and its target
location was approximately 3.5 meters (m), an outage would occur when a virtual object covered
a distance of 0.2m, 2.0m and 3.3m. This ensured that users experienced an outage at key points
in the task - when the worker first started moving the object, when the object was approximately
halfway to its target location, and when the object was very near to its target location.

Interpolation - To ensure eventual worldview consistency, and to prevent objects suddenly
disappearing out of a helper’s line of sight due to position updates after an outage, our application
also supported interpolation. The interpolation mechanism, which has its roots in online gaming,
has previously been used to deal with the after effects of an outage [12]. In our application, we used
the object’s current position (before the outage) and updated position (after the outage), to quickly
move the object to intermediate positions in the path, until the updated position was reached.
This enabled the helpers to follow the object’s movements. Given that previous studies have also
highlighted the importance of having a consistent view of the task space [12, 31, 47], we believe
that interpolation must be a standard feature of any collaborative AR application.

5.3 Study Task: Object Placement Task
We chose an object placement task for two reasons; Firstly, we wanted to keep the task simple, to
offset the difficulty some users might have faced if they were new to AR collaboration and working
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Fig. 1. The ‘pinch’ hand gesture allowed users to grab and move 3D virtual objects

(a) Helper’s View (The helper
can see both the object to be
moved, the red apple, and its tar-
get location, the white apple)

(b) Worker’s View (The target
locations for the virtual objects
(the white versions of the ob-
jects) cannot be seen)

(c) Canvas showing the
order of the sub-tasks

Fig. 2. View of the Application

with HMDs. Secondly, re-positioning and placing objects is a basic sub-task used in many types of
collaborative and problem solving activities (e.g., urban planning, assembly tasks etc.).

The task involved a worker-helper dyad working together to move three virtual objects (a laptop,
an apple and a pair of books) from their initial locations to target locations. The key point was
that the target locations could only be seen by the helper . The helper could not move the objects
by themselves. They therefore needed to provide suitable instructions to the worker , who would
then have to place the objects at their correct locations. Any action the worker performed on their
virtual objects (such as moving the apple to the right), was mimicked in the objects seen by the
helper (the helper’s apple would move to the right as well). Figure 2a and 2b show the different
views of the helper and worker , respectively. When a virtual object aligned with its target location,
the target location would disappear for the helper , indicating that the users could move on to the
next object. To ensure consistency across trials, the objects had to be moved in a specific order.
For example, if the worker tried to move the apple, before correctly positioning the laptop, the
apple would not move. The order was displayed on a canvas that could be seen by both helpers and
workers at all times (Fig. 2c).

5.4 Study Design
We chose a within-subject design for the study. Each pair of users had to undergo three trials. The
first trial acted as a baseline, giving users some experience with the task. As data from trial 2 and
trial 3 had to be compared directly, these trials were counterbalanced, to account for learning effect.
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(a) Banner with amessage about
network state

(b) Banner showing countdown
until network is restored

Fig. 3. Feedback Mechanisms

Trial 1 - No Outages: In the first trial, the users performed the object placement task, in perfect
network conditions. The purpose of the trial was to familiarize the users with their partners, and
with collaboration in an AR setting. It also gave them an idea of how the collaboration would
proceed, if there were no network disruptions.

Trial 2 - Outages: In the second trial, network outages were introduced within the task. A total of
3 outages were introduced for each of the 3 virtual objects that had to be moved. Each outage lasted
10 seconds, during which the audio on both devices was cut off and no data packets containing
updated object positions were exchanged. Users were therefore unable to hear each other over
their headsets. Moreover, if the worker moved a virtual object in any direction, those movements
could not be seen by the helper . The helper’s virtual object would remain in its current position,
until the outage ended, and their application received information about the updated position of
the object. The interpolation mechanism was active in this condition.

Trial 3 - Outages With Feedback: The third trial was similar to the second trial, but users were
also given feedback about the outage while it was underway. Three different feedback mechanisms
were used. For the sub-task with the laptop, a static sound would start playing in the users’ headsets
when the outage started, and would continue to play until the outage ended. For the sub-tasks
involving the apple and the books, a banner, showing a message, would appear in the task space
when an outage started (Fig: 3a). It would persist until the outage ended, and would then disappear.
For the sub-task with the books, the banner also contained a counter that counted down the time
until the end of the outage (Fig: 3b). The interpolationmechanismwas active in this condition aswell.

Pattern of Outages - One consequence of triggering the outages by distance was that if an object
was moved too far too quickly, outages would occur back to back. For example, if an object covered
a distance of 2.5m very quickly (crossing two of the previously mentioned distance thresholds one
by one), the second outage would immediately start after the first outage ended, resulting in the
outage lasting for 20 seconds instead of the usual 10 seconds. This meant that for each object they
moved, users either experienced three outages of 10 seconds, or one outage of 20 seconds and one
of 10 seconds, or just one outage of 30 seconds. The pattern of outages experienced by all the user
pairs, based on how they manipulated each virtual object, is shown in Figure 4. For example, the
figure shows that when user pair 1 was manipulating the laptop in trial 2, they first experienced a
10 second outage, and then a 20 second outage. On the other hand, user pair 2 experienced three 10
second outages. Having said that, while the pattern of outages may have been slightly different for
some users pairs, each pair experienced outages for a cumulative time of 90 seconds, per trial.
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(a) Trial 2 (Outages)

(b) Trial 3 (Outages With feedback)

Fig. 4. The figures above show the pattern of outages experienced by each user pair, for each of the 3 virtual
objects, in each trial. Each cell represents a single outage, and the color depicts the length of the outage.

5.5 Procedure
Users were recruited individually and randomly paired to form worker-helper dyads. The roles of
helper and worker were assigned randomly to users within a pair. Informed consent was obtained
before the study began.
Users were first shown a video that explained how to grasp and move 3D virtual objects when

wearing the HoloLens headset, using the ‘pinch’ hand gesture (Fig 1). They were then asked to
practice moving virtual objects using a practice game that we developed specifically for this purpose.
Within the game, users had to grab virtual objects (differently colored 3D cubes), and move them
to set locations. The game was finished individually. To ensure that users had acquired a standard
skill level in moving objects, they were only allowed to proceed with the study once they were able
to finish the practice game in under 5 minutes. After completing the practice game, users were
moved to separate rooms (to emulate remote settings) so that the trials could begin.

During each trial, videos were recorded through each user’s headset, thus providing the research
team with a look into both sides of the interaction (the helper’s and the worker’s). At the end of the
study, users had to fill out an end-of-study questionnaire (discussed further in section 5.6). They
were then debriefed about the in-depth goals of the study and any questions were answered.

5.6 Measures
The end-of-study questionnaire was used to gauge users’ opinions about trial 2 and 3. Users were
asked to respond to certain questions while keeping in mind their role within the task (helper or
worker). Their responses were used to gain qualitative insight into their experience with outages
(to answer RQ 1), their preferences for either trial, and the reasons for their preferences (to answer
RQ 2). We used the videos recorded through the headsets to analyze and code for users’ grounding
behavior (to answer RQ 3), and to collect anecdotal evidence of coping strategies (to answer
RQ 4). Trint, an online video transcription tool, was used to generate transcripts of the video
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recordings [73]. To ensure accuracy, the transcripts were then manually reviewed and corrected by
the research team.

6 RESULTS
6.1 Effects of Outages on User Experience
The first aim for the study was to understand how users were affected by outages and whether
these effects varied depending on the role users played within the interaction. Therefore, we asked
users questions about their experiences with the outages that occurred in trial 2, in the end-of-study
questionnaire. Since the word ‘outage’ may be confusing for users, we used the phrase ‘breaks
in communication’, to refer to the periods of time when an outage was occurring. The relevant
questions and responses are discussed below.

Question: Were there moments in the task when you felt that there was a break in the
communication (audio) with your partner? If so, please elaborate.

The goal of the first question was to gauge the users’ general impressions of outages. When
asked if they noticed any breaks in communication in the task, all users, irrespective of their roles,
replied in the affirmative. Outages were described as ‘moments of complete silence’, ‘moments with
no communication’, or periods of time when ‘the sound dropped out’ or when the users ‘could not
hear (their) partner at all’. One helper stated that the ‘breaks in the communication were similar to
being disconnected on a cell phone call’.
Besides referring to them as periods of silence, some users described outages in the context of

the negative effects they had on task progress and collaborative effort. One helper talked about
how there were ‘multiple times when the audio cut out’ while they were in the ‘midst’ of ‘giving
directions’ to their partner, thereby elaborating on how outages interrupted task progress. Similarly,
one worker stated that, ‘Yes, there were times when she (the helper) went silent and had to restate
her instructions when we were connected again after the break’. These responses indicated that
helpers’ instructions were interrupted due to outages, and were either only partially heard by their
partners, or not heard at all. As these instructions had to be repeated when the outage ended, we
posit that users had to perform extra work due to the presence of outages. We discuss this further
later in this section and in section 6.2.2.

We then asked our users how they might have been affected by outages based on their role in the
collaborative task (RQ 1). We divided the responses into two groups according to user roles (helper
and worker), and looked for common themes in each group. Relevant quotes are mentioned in the
discussion below as supporting evidence.

Question: In your capacity as a (helper, worker), how did these breaks affect you and
your communication?

Helpers - Based on the responses, outages affected helpers in the following ways:
• They could not carry out their core responsibility (giving instructions)
• They had to perform extra work (repeating instructions)
• They could not accurately interpret situational cues or task state
Helpers could not carry out their core responsibility (giving instructions) - Helpers’ responses

indicated that outages were affecting their ability to provide complete instructions to their partners,
which was their core responsibility within the task. One helper stated that ‘it was annoying’ when
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they could not convey the ‘last part of their sentence or direction’ before the outage started. They
described feeling as if they were ‘leaving their partner hanging’. Another user commented on the
unpredictability of outages; they stated that as ‘the breaks in communication were random’, they
were unable to ‘anticipate’ when they might happen, thus leaving them ‘unable to complete’ their
instructions. The same helper also stated that, as they were ‘unable to instruct’ their partner, their
partner would sometimes ‘keep moving the object’, thus sometimes taking actions that would be
‘counter-productive’ to the overall progress of the task.

Helpers had to perform extra work (repeating instructions) - Helpers alluded to the the extra work
they had to perform, when repeating instructions, as they did not always notice that an outage had
started. They would therefore be unaware that their partner could not hear them and had to repeat
instructions once the outage ended. One helper stated, ‘I didn’t know when my partner couldn’t
hear me and so I would continue giving instructions without her responding’. Another helper
expressed the same sentiment. They stated that, ‘Each break meant I had to keep the instruction I
was about to say in mind, and often had to say it several times, first time not realizing the other
party could not hear, and then again after the break was over.’

Helpers could not accurately interpret situational cues or task state - Helpers also alluded to their
inability to accurately interpret situational cues during outages. For example, a helper stated that
they could not determine whether the lack of response from the worker was because they were
‘struggling to pick up the object’, or because they had ‘just stopped with the object’, or ‘if it was a
technical issue’. Therefore, guiding their partner would sometimes be ‘a little difficult’. Another
helper stated that they felt frustrated at having to constantly confirm the position of the object and
state of the task, after each outage ended. Their exact words were as follows; ‘The breaks became
annoying as the study continued. I felt I needed to backtrack my last train of thought with my
partner to ensure we were on the same page as far as where the object was last placed.’

Workers - While the workers retained their ability to move objects even when the network was
unavailable, they reportedly experienced the following effects of outages:

• They experienced increased uncertainty in their actions
• They were unable to ask for help
• They were forced to slow down or stop their actions

Workers experienced increased uncertainty in their actions - Several workers mentioned feeling
unsure about how to proceed with the task during outages as instructions were cut off. One worker
stated that, ‘I felt at a loss for what to do and unsure what to do to communicate (to their partner)
that I could no longer respond to them.’ Anotherworker expressed the same sentiment of uncertainty
by stating that ‘there were times when I was in the middle of moving an object in one direction
and I wouldn’t be sure if I should keep moving it or not’. They went on to say that the randomness
of the breaks ‘made it harder to know if (they) were about to lose communication’. One worker
expressed uncertainty, but more so for their partner and less so in their own actions. They stated that
they were ‘not sure’ if their partner could see what they were seeing, which was their ‘only concern’.

Workers were unable to ask for help -Workers highlighted their inability to ask for help or acquire
more information about the task, which hampered task progress. One worker stated that outages
affected their ‘ability in completing the tasks’ since they were ‘missing information’. Another
worker stated, ‘I kept asking for some instructions and it kept cutting out when he was in the
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middle of explaining something or telling me if I was heading in the right direction’.

Workers were forced to slow down or stop their actions - As mentioned previously, workers were
unable to seek help from their partners during outages. As a result, they were forced to change
the way they manipulated objects; either by slowing down object movements, or stopping them
altogether. One worker stated that, ‘I couldn’t hear the instructions of my partner and therefore
couldn’t know where to move the objects. I had to simply wait for her to be reconnected so that I
could continue with the task.’ Similarly, a worker stated that they had to ‘pause during the breaks’
and that they ‘went much slower’ with their movements to ensure that they were not ‘messing up’.

Out of all the responses, only one helper and one worker , from different user pairs, expressed
minimal concern about outages. The helper stated that they did not feel that the breaks affected
them in a ‘significant way’ and the worker described the outages as a simple ‘time obstacle’.

To summarize, it seems that outages affected users differently based on their roles. The helpers’
instructions were being cut off, they experienced frustration or difficulty with keeping updated on
the state of the task, and had to perform extra work to repeat instructions when they were not fully
received by their partner. The workers, while still being able to move objects, became uncertain
with how to proceed with the task, could not ask for help to reduce this uncertainty, and as a result,
changed their behavior (stopping or slowing down object movements).

In the next section, we discuss how providing users with feedback about network state helped
mitigate some of these negative effects, and caused a change in users’ collaborative behavior.

6.2 Providing Users with Feedback About Network State
We adopted a twofold approach when evaluating the effectiveness of providing users with feedback
about network state. Firstly, we analyzed the users’ responses to the end-of-study questionnaire, to
broadly highlight the benefits of feedback. We then used the video recordings of the interactions and
behavioral coding strategies, to highlight the change in the users’ collaborative behavior (specifically,
their attempts at re-establishing common ground), on receiving feedback about network state.

6.2.1 User Preferences: Feedback Versus No Feedback.
To gauge whether users themselves saw any benefit in the given feedback about network state (RQ
2), we asked our users, in the end-of study questionnaire, which trial they preferred, the one with
feedback or the one without any feedback.
A majority of our users (11) preferred the condition with feedback, whereas 4 users preferred

the condition without any feedback, and one user critiqued both conditions but did not state a
clear preference. We divided the responses based on user preferences (feedback or no feedback),
and then looked for reasons for these preferences. Responses that alluded to the same reasons are
grouped together in the discussions below.

Reasons for a Preference for Feedback - Users preferred the trial with feedback because of
the following reasons:
• Clarity about the state of communication
• Users were warned about times when communication would be difficult
• Users could seamlessly resume communication

Clarity about the state of communication - Many of the users who preferred the trial with feedback,
did so because they had a better idea about the state of communication. For example, one worker
stated that they preferred the trial with feedback because ‘there were messages saying what was
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going on’. Another worker talked about how the system seemed ‘more aware of when things went
wrong’, no doubt referring to the static sound and message banners that appeared when outages
occurred. Another worker stated that ‘even though the (static) sound was startling’, they preferred
it to the silence, as they knew when communication was cut off and did not have to ‘continue
asking (their) partner whether she could hear (their) voice’. Some users also appreciated knowing
the reason behind the communication breakdown. For example, one worker stated that ‘it was more
clear to me that the disconnection was due to the network issue’, so they would ‘stop and wait’
until ‘it re-connected’. Moreover, one user stated that the term ‘network error’, that was displayed
on the message banners, was ‘familiar’ to them. The familiarity of the term might have helped
them understand why they were suddenly unable to communicate with their partner.

Users were warned when communication would be difficult - One worker preferred the trial with
feedback because they were given more warning when something went wrong. They stated that,
‘Even though the (static) sounds and lost internet tags would pop up, whenever I noticed them it
acted as a warning that communication would be hard for the moment, and I knew to stop moving
the object very much.’ They stated that in the other trial, they ‘would lose connection but without
warning so it was harder to know whether or not to keep going.’ Therefore, the feedback acted as a
warning sign and helped them make better judgements about whether they should continue with
the task or not.

Users could seamlessly resume communication - Various users alluded to the ease with which
communication could resume when feedback was provided. One helper mentioned that the banner
with the ‘countdown’ gave them an idea of ‘when the connection would be restored’. Similarly, the
disappearance of the static sound and message banners, served as an indication that the ‘communi-
cation was back on’. In the words of two of the helpers, this allowed them to ‘continue guiding (their
partner) immediately’, or to ‘continue where (they had) left off’, thus allowing them to seamlessly
proceed with the task. Another helper also talked about how the feedback served as a ‘positive
indicator’, projecting the idea that work could eventually resume.

Reasons for a Preference for No Feedback - Users who chose the trial without any feedback,
gave the following reasons for their preference:

• Annoyance at having to wait for the countdown to end
• Personal preference for feedback mechanisms
• Perception of the severity of outages

Annoyance at having to wait for the countdown to end - Out of the four users who preferred the
trial without any feedback, one helper stated that ‘it was a bit annoying having to wait for the
10 seconds to go by in those internet issues’, alluding to the counter that counted down from 10
seconds until the outage ended. The helper stated that in the previous condition, ‘the audio didn’t
really have an effect on the object’s movement. Once the audio came back, my partner was still
moving and I could help her more easily’. The presence of the counter might have made this user
pair believe that they had to wait for the outage to end, before continuing to move the object (even
though the worker could still move the objects). This comment seemed interesting as, in contrast,
another helper mentioned that they preferred the feedback precisely because it prevented their
partner from making unnecessary movements or taking ‘counterproductive’ actions. They stated
that, ‘we both lost ability at the same time and could continue where we left off instead of having
to add more instructions because of extra movement by the worker during loss of communication’.
This begs the question of whether workers being able to autonomously work, while communication
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is disrupted, is always good for the overall progress of the task. Our discussion in section 6.3 inves-
tigates this further by considering how giving instructions using virtual object-based references
may give users a better idea of distance, and help them work autonomously. Alternatively, since
AR applications can be content-rich, this may also serve as motivation to look into feedback that
not only makes users aware of network issues, but diverts a user’s attention to local sub-tasks that
do not require much assistance from the helper . This could allow the task to progress, all the while
preventing actions that might be counterproductive. We discuss this further in section 7, in the
context of design implications.

Personal preference for feedback mechanism - One helper stated that they preferred the trial with
no feedback as ‘nothing appeared on the screen’. Similarly, the user who remained neutral stated
that the feedback ‘felt so forced, and the timers were quite long’, and that ‘just losing connection’,
in the other condition, ‘at least felt natural’. As these comments had to do with the interface design,
it might be beneficial to explore the best interface to use when displaying information in AR,
considering that multiple sensory modalities are at play (auditory, and visual). Headsets that make
use of handheld controllers might have tactile feedback available to them as well. As we cannot
answer these questions at present, we leave this for future work.

Perception of the severity of outages - Only two users alluded to the severity of the network disrup-
tions; the helper from pair 5 stated that the trial without feedback had ‘fewer network disruptions’,
and the worker form pair 6 stated that the ‘audio issues weren’t as disturbing’. As both conditions
had outages for a total of 90 seconds, the overall time for which the users were disconnected from
each other remained the same. Having said that, as outages for each object were triggered by the
distance the object had moved, some outages occurred back to back, thus appearing to be longer
than 10 seconds (as mentioned in section 5.4). This might have resulted in these comments about
the severity of the outages. Looking at Figure 4, it seems that users from pair 5 experienced fewer,
but longer, outages in the trial without feedback. Similarly user pair 6 experienced more outages in
the trial without feedback, but the outages were shorter in length. This suggests that some users
may tolerate outages that are longer if they happen less frequently, while other might have a higher
tolerance for shorter, more frequent, outages, Therefore, the effects of the duration or frequency of
outages on user experience may not be as simple as a one size fits all policy. Future studies should
explore this in more detail.

In summary, a majority of our users preferred the trial with feedback, because the feedback made the
state of communication clear, and acted as a warning sign. Moreover, the feedback was transitory,
and provided them with an indication of when the task could resume. Recall that one of the negative
effects of outages on helpers was that they were unable to accurately interpret situational cues or
task state. Providing users with feedback seemed to have helped in this regard. Users who preferred
the trial without feedback, did so because they either felt that they had to stop with the task and
wait for the outage to end or did not like the feedback mechanism itself or they perceived the
outages to be longer. These reasons provide interesting directions for future work, and are discussed
in more detail in section 8.

6.2.2 Change in Users’ Collaborative Behavior on Receiving Feedback About Outages.
Our next goal was to understand how our users’ collaborative behavior changed when they were
provided feedback about network state (RQ 3). To that end, we first looked through the video
recordings of the trial with outages but no feedback, and observed user behavior during the outages.
We found that if the helpers had asked a question or given an instruction, and did not receive
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either an explicit or an implicit response, our helpers would often repeat the question or instruction.
They would continue to do so at small time intervals until their partner responded, thus signalling
the end of the outage. The example below shows a helper asking questions repeatedly, during an
outage, to determine if their partner could hear them. Outages in the transcript are indicated by
the keywords Outage starts and Outage ends. Note that the statements that occur in the middle
of the outage go unheard by the opposite party.

Outage starts
Helper : How’s it going?
Helper : Can you hear?
Helper : Hello?
Helper : Hello?
Helper : Hello?
Outage ends

Similarly, in the example below, the helper kept repeating the same instruction, until either
the worker responded, or the helper saw the object moving. They then proceeded to give more
instructions.

Worker : Yeah yeah. It’s to the right.
Outage starts
Helper : All right More right.
Helper : More right.
Helper : More right.
Outage ends
Helper : [Takes partner’s name in a questioning tone]
Worker : Yeah yeah yeah.
[Helper saw the object moving]
Helper : Yeah hold it hold it hold it. Bring it inwards towards you.

Each of these questions or statements that were made during the outage, acted as an attempt
by the user to re-establish common ground with their partner. A lack of response indicated that
communication was still not possible. The user then opted to repeat instructions or questions
(constantly probing the network), until a response was received, and grounding occurred. This
added to the work that they had to perform during the collaborative task, which may have added
to their collaborative effort.
This begged the question, of whether exposing network state to the users, through some feed-

back mechanism, helped reduce this extra work. The idea being that the feedback would add to
a user’s knowledge about the state of communication, so they might not expend effort in trying
to re-establish common ground at a time when it would be difficult to do so. Therefore, we hy-
pothesized that we would see a reduction in the number of attempts at re-establishing common
ground, when users were given feedback about network state (trial 3), as compared to the trial
when no such feedback was provided (trial 2). Prior studies have also looked at ways of reducing
collaborative effort by providing users with visual information and allowing them to use language
more efficiently [32], although they did not do so in the context of network impairments.
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Behavior Coding Process - To test our hypothesis, we went over the video recordings for
the trials with and without feedback, and counted the number of attempts made by each user to
re-establish common ground during outages.
We first demarcated the users’ verbal speech into separate turns, using the definitions of turns

and turn construction units that were presented in the work by Sacks et al., and are widely used in
the field of conversational analysis [68]. Turn-taking refers to the process of handing over the floor
to other conversational partners so that they may speak. The piece of speech that a turn comprises
of, is known as a turn construction unit (TCU). At the end of a TCU, the turn may be handed to
other conversational partners or may be taken up again by the same person (self-selection), should
they not receive a reply [68]. For example, if we look back to the first transcript mentioned in this
section, the user asked 5 questions in the middle of the outage with pauses in between each question
(where they waited for a reply). These count as 5 individual turns. Two coders (where one coder
was blind to the study conditions), independently demarcated each user’s speech during outages
into individual turns. This was done for both trials. Any disputes were resolved by discussion until
an agreement was reached.

Once the individual turns were demarcated, we analyzed their content (what the user was actually
saying). We found that in some turns, users were actively trying to re-establish common ground
with their partners by asking them a question (‘Can you hear me?’, ‘Hello’?), or giving them an
instruction (‘Move it to the right’). However, in other turns, users were simply verbally expressing
their frustration at being unable to communicate. For example, two users said, ‘Oh Oh’ or ‘Ugh’,
when they encountered yet another outage. Similarly, one user, during an outage, realized that their
partner could not hear them and mumbled to themselves, ’You can’t hear me. Okay, this is brilliant’.
These statements were not intended for a user’s partner, and therefore, were not counted as valid
attempts at re-establishing common ground. The two coders categorized the turns into valid and
invalid attempts at re-establishing common ground. When calculating inter-rater reliability, the
value of Cohen’s Kappa was 0.81, thus indicating a good amount of agreement between the two
coders [49]. We used the turns that counted as valid attempts at re-establishing common ground,
in the analysis described below.

Coding Analysis - We analysed the data to see whether there was a change in the number
of users’ attempts at re-establishing common ground, during outages, when feedback was either
present or absent. Since this was a two trials (no feedback and feedback) into two roles (helpers and
workers) design, we performed a TwoWayMixed ANOVA test. The significance level was set to 0.05.

Meeting Assumptions For a Mixed ANOVA - The Levene’s test of homogeneity indicates that
variances were homogeneous for both levels of the within subjects factor - no feedback (F(1,14) =
3.028, p = 0.104) and with feedback (F(1,14) = 1.014, p = 0.331) - as both p values are above the 0.05
threshold (thereby supporting the null hypothesis). Similarly, the Shapiro Wilke’s test confirmed
that the data was normally distributed for both levels, with p values for both trials - no feedback
(F(16) = 0.939, p = 0.339) and feedback (F(16) = 0.906, p = 0.099) - being above the 0.05 threshold.
Since we only had two levels of the within subjects factor, the test for sphericity (which requires at
least 3 levels or more of a within subjects factor) is not applicable.

Results - The results of the mixed ANOVA found no significant interaction effect between role
and trial type (F(1, 14) = 0.206, p = .657, [2𝑝 = 0.014) and no significant main effect of role (F(1,
14) = 0.977, p = 0.340, [2𝑝 = 0.065), the between subjects factor. However, there was a significant
main effect of trial type (F(1, 14) = 13.18, p = 0.003, [2𝑝 = 0.49), the within subjects factor, on the
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Fig. 5. Mean (And Standard Error) For Number of Grounding Attempts Made By Users, For Each Trial

users’ mean number of attempts at grounding. The mean values and associated standard errors are
shown in Figure 5. The results show that our users (both helpers and workers collectively), made
significantly less attempts at re-establishing common ground, in the trial with feedback (mean =
5.56), as compared to the trail without feedback (mean = 9.56).

Therefore, it seems that giving users information about the state of the network, during outages,
was useful as they did not have to expend as much effort in probing the network and trying to
re-establish common ground, as they otherwise had to expend when no feedback was provided.
This may have led to a reduction in their collaborative effort. This is interesting, as the principle
of least collaborative effort, found in grounding and communication theory, indicates that within
a contribution, users try to minimize the total effort spent on that contribution [20]. Providing
users with information about the state of the network, in our case, may have aided in doing just that.

Thus far, we have discussed how providing users information about outages, through a feedback
mechanism, can help mitigate some of the negative effects of outages. In the next section, we
discuss some strategies that users themselves adopted in order to deal with these negative effects.

6.3 Adapting to Network Outages: Coping Strategies
Recall that in section 6.1, workers mentioned their uncertainty about how to proceed with the task
during outages. To alleviate some of this uncertainty, and their own inability to provide assistance
during outages, helpers adopted coping strategies that provided workers with more information
during periods of connectivity. This allowed workers to work more autonomously while outages
were underway. In this section, we attempt to answer RQ 4 by discussing these two coping strategies:
i) batching instructions and ii) using alternate spatial references. We provide anecdotal evidence
for each strategy, using transcripts from our video recordings.

6.3.1 Batching Instructions. - Batching instructions means giving multiple instructions together
instead of giving instructions one by one. Users began to batch instructions in order to get more
information across to their partner when the network was available. There is various anecdotal
evidence of this phenomenon scattered throughout the videos of the interactions 1. For example,
the helper , from user pair 5, batched instructions when prompted by the worker . The excerpt from

1Video Example: https://toobaahsen.github.io/Collaborative-AR-Under-Internet-Issues/
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the transcript for this interaction is given below.

Outage ends
Helper: OK now you move it to the right.
Worker: Give me maybe more directions cause you’re gonna cut out.
Helper: And you’re gonna have to. Just a bit more to the right and then it’s a bit behind.

In this instance, the worker prompted the helper to give more instructions because they may
‘cut out’ soon, thus highlighting how users had begun expecting network outages and were thus
proactively trying to reduce their negative effects. Another example, from the same user pair, is
given below.

Outage starts.
Helper: And now bring it forward. Like closer to your body.
Outage ends.
Worker: I can’t hear you so you better give your instructions real quick.
Helper: Okay. Move it closer to your body. Bring it forward.

In this case, the helper was giving instructions when an outage occurred, so the worker was
unable to hear the first instruction. Once the outage was over, the worker prompted the helper to
quickly give more instructions. It is also interesting to note the state of urgency the worker’s words
induced in the helper . While the first time around, the two instructions the helper gave took 4.8
seconds to relay, the helper took less time (2.7 seconds) when repeating the same instructions after
the outage.
In other instances, helpers batched instructions not only to relay more information, but also

as a corrective measure in case workers moved too far away from the target while the outage
occurred, or if they still thought that the previous instruction was valid and continued to follow it.
An example is given below.

Helper : Next is Apple.
Worker : Mm hmm.
Helper : So you want to go basically just to your left for now.
Outage starts
[Helper remains quiet]
Outage ends
Worker : To the left?
Helper : Hold on. You want to go down and to your left just a little bit. Like maybe a foot.

In this case, after the outage, the worker asked ‘To the left?’, being under the impression that the
object still had a ways to go. The helper replied with a batch of corrective instructions to make
sure the worker did not move the object in the wrong direction.
Therefore, helpers, whether on their own or after prompts from the workers, seemed to be

batching their instructions as a way to proactively reduce the effects of outages.

6.3.2 Adapting Spatial Referencing Styles. - Helpers shifted their spatial referencing style
when giving instructions, to allow the workers to work more autonomously during outages.

While reviewing the video recordings, we observed that helpers typically made use of both
directional references and virtual object-based references [77]. For example, in some instances, a
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helper asked the worker to move the object ‘to the right’, or to ‘move it up’. These references were
largely egocentric, with the helper giving instructions relative to their own self. In contrast, virtual
object-based referencing involved the use of 3D virtual objects2, such as the ‘laptop’ or the ‘apple’,
as spatial reference points. For example, some helpers gave the following instructions to their
partners: ‘(the books go) behind the laptop’, or ‘the apple needs to go to the left. So near where you
picked the laptop up from’ or ‘You want to bring the laptop - you’re gonna go past the apple. Just
to give you like a reference point.’
As directional references were more general, helpers often augmented them with instructions

such as ‘keep going’ or ‘more right’, until the object was moved to the correct location. This was
so because directional references did not help one gauge distance. The worker may have moved
the object to the right, but needed the helper’s assistance in determining how far to the right. In
contrast, if users used the virtual objects as spatial markers, or checkpoints, then workers had a
better idea of the distance that needed to be covered, or the approximate spatial position that the
object had to be moved to. Therefore, they could work autonomously even if outages occurred and
communication broke down3.

We went over the video recordings and collected anecdotal evidence of when helpers might have
switched from directional to object-based references when encountering an outage, and how they
were being used by the helpers to give their partners more autonomy. Examples are given below.
Virtual object-based references have been underlined.

Helper : You’ve got the computer?
Worker : Yes.
Helper : Cool. We’re bringing it down and to the right again.
Outage starts
Helper : Cool. How’s that coming?
Outage ends
Helper Hold on one sec.
Worker : Okay.
Helper : Yeah it’s cutting. It’s cutting us out.
Worker : Okay.
Helper : Okay. So is your computer currently near the apple?
Worker : Yes.

In this example, the users experienced a network outage, and the helper switched from directional
to object based referencing, to better gauge the object’s spatial position.

Moreover, spatial references could also be used to break down the task into smaller components,
such as moving the object to some halfway point first. This allowed workers to autonomously
continue with the task even if an outage occurred. Once this was done, the helper could give more
instructions. An example, from the perspective of the worker , is given below.

Helper : Ok do you remember where we dropped off the laptop or do you see the laptop?
Worker : Yeah.
Helper : Take the books -
2Besides using virtual objects as referents, one pair also tried to use the actual physical objects in their environment, such
as doors and windows, in order to orient themselves and give instructions. However as the environments the users were in
differed, this user pair had some difficulty with perspective shifts, and they eventually shifted to object-based referencing
using virtual objects.
3Video Example: https://toobaahsen.github.io/Collaborative-AR-Under-Internet-Issues/
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Worker : Do you want me to put them over there?
Helper : Yeah put them like there.
Outage starts
Worker : [Moves the books up to the laptop]
Worker : And now books are by the laptop, but you are gone.
Outage ends
Helper : OK. Hello?
Worker : Hi. I can hear you.
Helper : OK, I can hear you OK. Yes. So more. OK. OK, cool. Go up I think.

In this example, the worker kept moving the books for the majority of the outage, until they
reached the laptop (’And now books are by the laptop...’), and then waited for the connection to be
restored. When the outage ended, the helper saw that the books were near the laptop (’OK. OK
cool.’), and continued with the next instruction (’Go up I think.’). Recall that workers mentioned
feeling uncertain with their actions when outages occurred (section 6.1). Having a spatial reference
point seemed to have alleviated the uncertainty in this case.
In one interaction, besides using other virtual objects as reference points, the helper also used

the dimensions of the virtual object that was being moving (the books) as a measure of distance.

Helper : Yeah keep moving it. More more more. About 5 book lengths towards your right.

To summarize, it seemed that helpers consciously changed their behavior (batching instructions,
or switching to virtual object-based references) to deal with the negative effects of outages. They
initiated this change in behavior without any prompts or intervention from the application.

7 DISCUSSION
The goals of our study were to understand how users’ collaborative behavior was affected by
network outages, and to analyze strategies to mitigate some of these adverse effects (e.g, providing
users with feedback about network state). In this section, we use insights from our findings to
discuss design implications for future remote collaborative AR applications.

How to Best Utilize Free Time During Outages - Recall that one benefit of providing users
with feedback during outages was that it reduced their attempts at re-establishing common ground
during outages (section 6.2.2). However, while this does reduce collaborative effort, one can posit
that having to simply stay quiet and wait for outages to end (especially for longer outages), may
cause users some frustration, uncertainty, or a feeling of making no progress on the shared task.
This begs the following question: How do we best utilize this time, during outages, when users
may be quiet and waiting for the connection to be restored? We discuss two potential strategies in
this regard:
• Shifting a user’s focus to ‘private’ virtual spaces
• Distracting the user through gamification
Private and shared virtual spaces - One strategy is to shift a user’s focus away from ‘shared’

virtual objects to those in a ‘private’ virtual space. For example, users could have replicas of the
virtual objects being used for collaboration, in their ‘private’ space (or they could create these
replicas at will). When the application detects an outage, it can prompt users to shift focus from the
shared space to the private space and perform local sub-tasks (e.g, reviewing the steps to a surgical
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procedure that a professor just demonstrated using shared 3D holograms). This concept of ‘private’
and ‘shared’ spaces appeared in the MR application developed by Mahmood et. al [52], where each
user could create 3D data visualizations locally in their private space and manipulate them at will.
Users could then move private visualizations into the shared space to allow their partner to interact
with them.

Distracting the user through gamification - Application designers could install a handful of short
AR-based games into their applications. When an outage begins, users could be given the option
to select and play any of these games. Considering the immersive nature of AR technology, the
games might be engaging enough that users do not feel overly frustrated when waiting for the
network to be restored. Moreover, adaptive avatars have been used in MR collaboration to facilitate
non-verbal cues between a local AR and a remote VR user [61]. Future work could explore how
these avatars could be used to distract the user, or mimic the behaviour of a remote user, while an
outage is underway.

How to Deal with Other Types of Network Impairments - While our study only considered
full outages, users may encounter other types of network impairments:

• Partial outages - Only audio or visual communication available
• Packet loss/short frequent outages - Distorted audio/virtual objects showing jumpy movements

Partial outages (no visual communication) - In the case where users can hear each other but
cannot see how virtual objects are being moved by their partners, users will have an inconsistent
view of the task space. Therefore, helpers may require workers to verbally acknowledge their under-
standing of the instructions and describe the current state of task space [33]. Using virtual objects
as landmarks and spatial references may be an effective strategy here as well (as mentioned in
section 6.3.2). Workers could use these virtual objects to describe the current state of the task space
(‘The apple is by the books’), and the helper could use them to give instructions (’Bring the apple
to around where the books are’).

Partial outages (no audio communication) - In cases where users can no longer hear each other,
but can still see model manipulations, non-verbal cues could be used as an alternate method of
communication. Gaze and gesture information could be displayed to collaborators through virtual
avatars [46, 63]. A helper could then gaze at, or gesture to the object they want the worker to move.
Application designers could also allow users to create virtual landmarks (3D arrow, checkpoints,
etc) in the task space, to indicate an object’s movement trajectory or end position / orientation.
That said, although prior studies have used gaze or gestural cues alongside audio [11, 60], future
studies may need to investigate their effectiveness when audio is completely cut off or distorted.
In fact, in their study on sharing awareness cues in remote MR collaboration, Piumsomboon et al.
noticed that participants were verbally describing their thoughts or actions to their partner and
constantly verbally communicating with each other [60]. It would be interesting to explore how
the suggested awareness/non-verbal cues could help users progress in the task when this constant
verbal communication is interrupted due to network impairments.

Packet losses, short frequent outages (distorted audio and jumpy virtual objects) - Although strate-
gies like batching instructions (section 6.3.1) may be ineffective in the face of distorted audio,
non-verbal cues, as mentioned above, could still aid in communication. Similarly, the ‘interpolation’
method (discussed briefly in section 5.2), could smooth out an object’s jumpy transformations
(suddenly changing position, orientation or size) when packet losses are high [12]. Another strategy
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is to utilize network prioritization, a mechanism that is implemented in various network transport
protocols [17, 48]. The application would prioritize sending either visual or audio data so that at
least some information makes it through to one’s collaborator. One challenge here is to determine
which data gets prioritized over the other, if at all. This decision could be made by the application
designers, or left up to the users themselves (through a suitable interface).

Which Feedback Mechanisms Are More Effective? - While we cannot definitively say
whether one type of feedback (audio vs visual) was more effective than the other - a shortcoming
of our study design - we discuss some design implications based on user responses and our obser-
vations.

Audio and Visual Feedback - When giving users information about network state, familiar terms
might make the meaning of the message more clear (refer to section 6.2.1). However, visual feed-
back may not be preferred by everyone. Recall that one user did not like the visual banners that
appeared in the task. As our application displayed the visual banners right next to the virtual objects
themselves, users might have been thrown off when something new appeared in their task space.
An alternative may be to display a network connectivity icon on the screen of the user’s device, or
place the banner in a fixed location in the virtual task space. While users may run into a situation
where they are too busy with the task to notice any changes to the icon or fixed banner, one way
to solve this is to use temporary indicators (e.g, an arrow that points towards the icon/banner), to
draw a user’s attention towards the icon/banner depicting the network state.

Significance of Countdowns - The ‘countdown’ based feedback mechanism was perhaps more
forward-looking in nature. We posited that if future applications could predict the duration of
outages, and convey them to users, it may help improve collaborative behavior. During our study,
we did observe that a few helpers would focus on the countdown and immediately start giving
instructions when the counter hit 0. However, one user did express annoyance at having to wait
for the countdown to finish, and another thought that the mechanism felt ‘too forced’ (refer to
section 6.2.1). There is also a question of how prediction accuracy may impact user experience. For
example, users may get frustrated if the outage ends later than predicted. Future research could
explore the effects of prediction accuracy (for outage duration) on user experience, in greater detail.

When Should Network State Be Exposed To Users - It is possible that by exposing the en-
tirety of outages through our feedback mechanism, users were noticing outages that they would
have otherwise missed. For example, if a worker was focused on moving a specific object or the
users were currently not talking, they might have only noticed a part of the outage or not all. This
begs the question; can we hide some outages from users? One approach is described below.

Predicting An Object’s Movements - One way to hide the effects of outages, on object movements,
is to predict where it will end up based on its current position and velocity. This technique, called
dead reckoning, is used in multiplayer games to hide the effects of latency from users [5]. For
example, when an outage starts and the application detects that users are not currently talking,
dead reckoning could be used to show the helper (the observer of the object manipulations), a
predicted path that the virtual object is being moved in. If the users start talking, the application
could inform them of the network impairment. If the outage ends without the users attempting to
talk, then the model’s position will simply be updated in real time, and the users will have come
away from this experience without noticing that an outage occurred. This may give users a better
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overall impression of the collaboration.

This strategy may also be useful in reducing the network overhead incurred from sending frequent
update information for virtual objects, especially when network resources are constrained. Prior
work has investigated this in the context of human avatars and virtual environments [16].

Applicability of Our Findings on Other Types of Remote Collaboration - While our user
study focused on collaborative AR applications using virtual objects, some of our findings may be
applicable in other collaborative scenarios.

Video-Mediated AR Collaboration - In video-mediated AR collaboration, outages could disrupt
verbal and visual communication; the remote user’s video feed might freeze and their audio might
cut out. Short but frequent outages or packet losses, could lead to distorted audio and video as well.
Similar to our findings, users may face feelings of uncertainty and might exert effort in trying to
constantly re-establish common ground. Some of the techniques we mentioned previously might
be useful here; for example interpolation could be used to ‘fill the gaps’ between the latest and
last received video frame [39], or one type of data (audio or video) could be prioritized over the
other. Having said that, one way video-mediated collaboration is different from AR collaboration
through virtual objects, is that when an outage occurs and the video freezes, remote users lose
access to the shared task space (the local user’s environment). One way to deal with this is to
allow the remote user to view a 3D reconstructed model of the local user’s environment, inde-
pendently from the live camera feed, as done in prior work on remote AR and MR collaboration
[28, 29, 72]. While the outage is underway and the remote user is not getting any updates to the
live video feed, they could use this 3D model to analyze the local user’s environment and plan
next steps. Moreover, the emergence of 360 videos in mixed reality [62, 72], means that remote
users have access to a larger view of the local user’s environment. While outages will still prevent
any updates to the live video feed, remote users could use the latest version of the 360 video they
obtained to explore the local user’s environment until communication between the users is restored.

Tabletop Collaboration - Tabletop collaboration can take various forms; users may interact
with virtual or physical objects (within the confines of the tabletop), with the remote user’s hand
gestures being projected on top of the table through video [30, 76]. As in any type of video-mediated
collaboration, network impairments could cause audio and/or video to freeze or become distorted.
Techniques like interpolation or data prioritization may be useful here as well. For example, users
may prioritize seeing their partner’s hand gestures over hearing their voice, in poor network
conditions. Recent studies have also looked at hybrid systems that combine tabletop interaction
techniques familiar to users, with complex 3D visualizations that can be viewed above the tabletop
using AR headsets [15, 24]. While these systems are for co-located users, it would be interesting to
see how many of our insights (related to remote AR interaction through virtual objects) apply to
future work that explores these hybrid systems in a remote setting.

8 LIMITATIONS & FUTUREWORK
Our study had some limitations, and raised some interesting research questions for the future.
Firstly, our study only looked at worker-helper dyads. Now that some insights common to each
role have been gained, it may be useful to conduct studies where users have more variety in their
interactions. Moreover, our study only focused on one type of network impairment (outages), and
one type of action that a user could perform on the virtual objects (moving the object). It may be
beneficial to look at other types of network impairments in the context of remote collaboration.
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Lastly, our study did not look at the effects of the duration of outages on user experience. Do
users perceive outages as being more or less severe, based on their lengths? Some of our users
talked about how they were unable to notice when some outages started, in the trial without
feedback. This begs the question of whether we should always tell the users when an outage is
underway. Could we hide shorter outages, that would otherwise go unnoticed by the user, so as to
give them a more positive impression of the overall interaction? While we briefly discussed some
of these questions in section 7, future work could look at them in more detail. The answers to these
questions could provide further design implications for collaborative AR applications.

9 CONCLUSION
This paper provided empirical evidence of the effects of outages on user experience and behavior,
in a collaborative AR task. Our user study highlighted how users were affected differently based
on their role in the interaction, and how providing users information about outages, using some
feedbackmechanism, may have alleviated some of these negative effects.We also provided anecdotal
evidence of strategies that users adopted, in order to cope with outages. Using these insights from
our study, we proposed some design implications for future remote collaborative AR applications.
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